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A B S T R A C T   

Imperiled plant species can benefit from ex situ cultivation to safeguard against loss of genetic diversity and 
possible extinction in the wild. Few studies use genetic monitoring in endangered plant species to evaluate how 
well current management practices maintain genetic diversity and limit inbreeding and relatedness after plants 
are brought into cultivation. We examine this question using Attalea crassispatha, a palm species with fewer than 
100 palms surviving worldwide, and only 25 remaining in their native habitat. We sampled all accessible palms 
of this species (both in situ and ex situ) to (1) investigate how well garden collections capture in situ genetic 
diversity, (2) evaluate how well genetic diversity is carried forward into subsequent generations ex situ, (3) 
determine the number of wild and founding individuals contributing to ex situ breeding efforts, and (4) identify 
optimal breeding pairs that would maximize diversity and limit inbreeding. We found higher genetic diversity in 
situ and that current propagation practices lead to self-fertilization in the ex situ population and therefore fail to 
adequately steward genetic diversity in the conservation collection. Using relatedness analyses, we identified 
optimal breeding pairs in collections at different locations, highlighting the need for coordinated breeding efforts 
to maximize diversity ex situ. We also identified putative A. crassispatha that are genetically unrelated to the rest 
of the study cohort and are likely mislabeled. This study highlights the utility of genetic monitoring and the 
importance of careful coordination and record keeping within and among collections to ensure genetic diversity 
is maintained for future conservation efforts.   

1. Introduction 

Ex situ collections remain a vital component of plant conservation 
(Maunder et al., 2004), and botanic gardens are ideally suited to pro-
mote such efforts (Westwood et al., 2021). Retaining high levels of ge-
netic diversity and low levels of inbreeding in ex situ collections of 
threatened plant species is important to bolster the evolutionary po-
tential and fitness of the collection, which maximizes the success of any 
future re-introduction efforts (Frankham et al., 2010; Fant et al., 2016). 
However, genetic diversity of a closed population will inevitably 
decrease over generations and given the limited resources of most bot-
anic gardens, ex situ populations at these institutions are often small, 
which further increases their risk of decreasing genetic diversity and 
increasing inbreeding over time (Basey et al., 2015; Willoughby et al., 
2015). Genetic tools are used to evaluate the amount of genetic diversity 

brought into ex situ collections from the in situ population (Griffith 
et al., 2015; Griffith et al., 2017; Hoban et al., 2020) and lend insight 
into curation practices (van der Merwe et al., 2021; Clugston et al., 
2022; Zumwalde et al., 2022). An important finding has been that 
pooling garden holdings into ‘meta-collections’ across botanic gardens 
enhances the stewardship of vital genetic resources (Christe et al., 2014; 
Griffith et al., 2019, 2020). Practical lessons on how to cooperatively 
manage meta-collections among institutions are readily available from 
the zoological community (Conde et al., 2013), and these methods are 
now being adapted for plant species (Fant et al., 2016; Wood et al., 
2020). Zoos often use a combination of a pedigree approach and genetic 
monitoring across institutions to understand the genetic makeup of the 
captive metapopulation and ensure that the loss of genetic diversity is 
minimized over time by coordinating breeding efforts. If we are to 
safeguard the genetic diversity of highly endangered plant species in 
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conservation collections, then genetic monitoring is critical to ensure 
that we are using the best practices available to us to maintain genetic 
diversity and guarantee future reintroduction success (Attard et al., 
2016). However, genetic monitoring is rarely employed at botanic gar-
dens and little is known about how well current management practices 
are safeguarding the genetic resources of rare and endangered plant 
species. 

As the loss of genetic diversity reduces the conservation value of 
collections (Cibrian-Jaramillo et al., 2013; Basey et al., 2020), genetic 
monitoring of ex situ meta-collections can lend important insight into 
two important aspects regarding the genetic diversity of a meta- 
collection. One question asks the extent to which remnant wild in-
dividuals are genetically represented across a meta-collection. The 
makeup of the ‘founders’ (i.e., individuals collected from the wild and 
held at gardens) is critical, as they represent the full extent of genetic 
diversity that is brought into collections (Lacy, 2013; Willoughby et al., 
2015). A genetically robust meta-collection would be one where the 
founders represent the full range of genetic diversity found in the wild 
(Hoban et al., 2021). If genetic diversity is higher in situ, then important 
genetic variation may not have been captured in the conservation 
collection, and this genetic variation could be lost over time in situ due 
to decreasing population sizes. As a result, the use of genetic monitoring 
can help identify collection strategies to further develop the conserva-
tion collection (van der Merwe et al., 2021; Clugston et al., 2022; 
Zumwalde et al., 2022) and build an effective metacollection that retains 
the maximum amount of genetic diversity that is conserved ex situ 
(Griffith et al., 2015; Griffith et al., 2017; Hoban et al., 2020). 

The other important aspect of genetic monitoring is to evaluate how 
well the founding genetic diversity is maintained under cultivation 
(Basey et al., 2015). This is critical given that the random loss of genetic 
diversity, or genetic drift, within a collection is inevitable over time, 
especially if there is no replacement from the wild to add new founders 
(Lacy, 2013; Willoughby et al., 2015). Genetic monitoring can measure 
how well plants ‘born’ (to borrow the zoo term) at botanic gardens carry 
genetic diversity forward and identify the risk of inbreeding depression. 
Loss in genetic diversity from founder plants to F1 or later generations 
reduces the conservation value of garden holdings (Cibrian-Jaramillo 
et al., 2013), and inbreeding depression can reduce fitness (Walsh et al., 
2019). Both a pedigree approach and genetic monitoring are used in 
managing zoo populations to promote active conservation breeding, 
which identifies optimal (i.e., highly unrelated) breeding pairs to 
maintain representation of the founding genetic diversity and minimizes 
inbreeding in the in situ or captive population (Wood et al., 2020). 
Management of conservation collections at botanic gardens does not 
always consider the genetic makeup of individuals when generating 
plants and new accessions are often propagated passively, with in-
dividuals allowed to set seed without controlled pollination, or polli-
nated without consideration of genetic diversity. The lack of attention 
given to the genetic consequences of passive breeding may result in 
increased rates of inbreeding, which can lead to a loss of fitness (Walsh, 
2015; Foster et al., 2022) and increase the rate of diversity lost through 
drift. Zoos also employ a pedigree-based management approach that 
tracks relatedness between individuals and can identify the parentage of 
captive born individuals in relation to founders. Building pedigrees can 
also identify shared parentage between founders and ensure that all 
founders are contributing to future generations of the ex situ population. 
This is especially critical when managing species across multiple in-
stitutions where optimal breeding pairs are likely found at separate in-
stitutions, and therefore cooperative plans need to be implemented to 
optimize breeding (Wood et al., 2020). 

To demonstrate the value of genetic monitoring in safeguarding ge-
netic diversity in a critically endangered plant, we examined current 
management practices in a meta-collection of the highly imperiled 
exceptional species (sensu Pence et al., 2022) Attalea crassispatha 
(Mart.), or the Carossier Palm. A recent survey found only 25 Carossier 
Palm individuals in the wild, which places this taxon in the IUCN Redlist 

category of Critically Endangered (Jestrow and Franck, 2017; Timyan 
and Cinea, 2018) and extant individuals mainly grow near homesteads 
(Burney and Burney, 2009). The greatest threats to the species are 
tropical storms (given their single meristem habit; Griffith et al., 2008), 
diminishing habitat, and lower annual precipitation due to climate 
change (Timyan and Cinea, 2018). Most remaining wild palms are 
mature, nearing or at senescence, and seedlings have been continuously 
depleted by grazing livestock in recent decades, hindering demographic 
recruitment (cf. De Freitas et al., 2019; Klimova et al., 2021). In addi-
tion, seed germination rates are strikingly low (6 % per records at 
Montgomery Botanical Center), the cause of which remains unknown. 
We collected genetic samples from all accessible living individuals and 
genotyped them using ddRAD sequencing. We first evaluated genetic 
structure between wild, founder, and captive born individuals to ensure 
individuals pertain to the same population and to assess the genetic 
similarity between founder and wild individuals. We then compared 
genetic diversity, inbreeding, and relatedness between the in situ pop-
ulation and two generations (founder and captive born) of ex situ plants 
found in botanic garden collections. We used the genetic data to identify 
the parentage for founder and captive born individuals and to suggest 
optimal future breeding pairs to retain genetic diversity and minimize 
inbreeding in the meta-collection. Finally, we offer recommendations to 
avoid inadvertent degradation of ex situ genetic resources via current 
breeding and curation practices. This work provides important insight 
into developing effective strategies for the management of exceptional 
species in botanic garden collections. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Study species and sampling 

Attalea crassispatha is a large, single-trunked palm endemic to Haiti 
(Fig. 1A) (Timyan and Reep, 1994). The species is thought to be pri-
marily outcrossing as it produces either predominantly staminate or co- 
sexual inflorescences that hold pistillate flowers proximally and stami-
nate flowers distally (Henderson and Balick, 1991). Observations of ex 
situ plants indicate that either all or the majority of inflorescences 
produced by a single palm in a given year are entirely staminate (J.M. 
Tucker Lima personal observation). Attalea crassispatha is a narrow 
endemic, native to the southern peninsula of Haiti (Timyan and Reep, 
1994) (Fig. 2). The species occurs 50–504 m above sea level in sub- 
tropical moist forest (Timyan and Reep, 1994), although many sites 
are now cleared with the palms growing in the open. Timyan and Reep 
(1994) provided Attalea crassispatha seed to 22 botanic gardens and 
nurseries in Australia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, 
Germany, Guyana, the Philippines, St. Vincent, Thailand, UK, and USA. 

We collected leaf samples of all known, accessible individuals of 
A. crassispatha (Table 1). The Haitian (i.e., in situ or wild) population 
sampling includes 14 individuals (out of the 25 known palms) that were 
accessible via non-destructive sampling. The ex situ or captive popula-
tion consists of 60 individuals collected as seed in Haiti and living in 
botanic gardens (i.e., the founder generation), and 15 individuals 
resulting from reproduction events between founders (i.e., the captive 
born generation). Most founders were collected in 1989 and 1991 
(Timyan and Reep, 1994; Noblick and Tucker Lima, 2021). Information 
associated with the collection for each individual varied (Table S1). Leaf 
material was dried on silica gel and stored at room temperature. 

2.2. DNA extraction and genomic sequencing 

We extracted genomic DNA using a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, 
Venlo, Netherlands). We used a modified double-digestion restriction 
site-associated sequencing, or ddRAD-seq, protocol (Peterson et al., 
2012) using EcoRI and MspI restriction enzymes for digestion (New 
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) (See Supplementary Materials 
Appendix A). We used STACKS v 2.2 (Catchen et al., 2011, 2013) to call 
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single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) de novo for each species to 
generate eight datasets (See Supplementary Materials Appendix B). Each 
dataset was filtered for high quality SNPs using VCFTools v. 0.1.12 
(Danecek et al., 2011). The first dataset included all quality filtered SNPs 
called for all individuals together (Table S2). Our analyses revealed that 
a subset of captive-born individuals at the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) are genetically distinct from all other 
A. crassispatha, are likely not the same species (see results below), and 
were introducing a large number of loci that were only variable in those 
individuals but monomorphic in all other A. crassispatha in our dataset. 
As a result, we also generated a dataset with SNPs excluding those in-
dividuals at the USDA. This dataset was further divided in subsets to 
generate three additional datasets that were used to estimate relatedness 
and included either, only SNPs from wild individuals, only SNPs from 
founders, or only SNPs from captive born individuals, that were in 
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (Table S2). The final two datasets were 

also used for parentage analysis and included quality filtered SNPs in 
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium and in linkage equilibrium with and 
without the USDA samples (Table S2). We evaluated SNP quality per 
locus and individual (Table S2). 

2.3. Genetic structure, genetic diversity, and inbreeding 

The biology of A. crassispatha (i.e., outcrossing and long-lived) 
coupled with its narrow distribution on the southern peninsula of 
Haiti suggests that the species occurs in a single population (Fig. 1; 
Timyan and Reep, 1994). To be certain, we used the complete dataset 
with all quality filtered SNPs and all individuals to generate a scaled and 
centered principal components analysis (PCA) generated using the 
program adegenet() v. 2.1.5 (Jombart, 2008) in R v. 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 
2020) (Table S3). We also generated a scaled and centered PCA using all 
quality filtered SNPs and all individuals, except those captive-born 

Fig. 1. Attalea crassispatha, a critically endangered palm from southern Haiti. (A) Mature palm in habitat at Bonne Fin, Haiti (i.e., “wild” cohort; note botanist 
climbing trunk; 2020 photo, WC). (B) Mature palm (“founder” cohort) in an ex situ collection (plant 91327*H at Montgomery Botanical Center), grown from seed 
collected in 1991 (2015 photo, MPG). (C) Offspring from plant B (i.e. “captive born” cohort) being planted at Naples Botanical Garden (2021 photo, Chad Washburn). 
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individuals at the USDA. 
We measured genetic diversity and inbreeding at the locus and in-

dividual level across the wild, founder, and captive-born groups. As we 
are interested in A. crassispatha individuals that are part of the species' 
conservation collection, we used the SNP datasets that excluded the 
genetically distinct individuals at the USDA facility, unless noted 
otherwise. We first used the basic.stats() function in the package hierf-
stat v.0.5–11 (Goudet and Jombart, 2022) to determine per locus mea-
sures of inbreeding (FIS) and gene diversity (HS) for the wild, founder, 
and captive-born individuals. For each of the three groups, we calculate 

the proportion of SNPs that showed fixed homozygosity (i.e., HS = 0). In 
addition, we compared gene diversity between groups and tallied the 
number of loci with higher gene diversity between groups (e.g., captive- 
born vs. wild, founder vs. captive-born). For each group, we also used 
the allelic.richness() function in hierfstat v.0.5-11 (Goudet and Jombart, 
2022) to estimate per locus allelic richness with rarefaction to seven 
individuals, which is the number of captive-born individuals excluding 
those from the USDA. We used the populations' summary output from 
STACKS to tally the number of private alleles for each group. Next, we 
evaluated genetic diversity and inbreeding at the individual level. To do 
so, we used the genhet() function in R v. 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020), 
which calculates the individual level proportion of heterozygous loci 
(PHt), or the number of heterozygous loci over number of genotyped loci 
(Coulon, 2010; Cristescu et al., 2022; Silver et al., 2022). We estimated 
the inbreeding coefficient (F) for each individual using the –het flag in 
PLINK 2 (Purcell et al., 2007). We tested for differences in PHt and F 
between the wild population, the founder generation, and the captive 
born generation using a non-parametric pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum 
test with a Bonferroni correction in the FSA() package v.0.9.3 (Ogle 
et al., 2022). 

2.4. Relatedness and breeding pairs 

We estimated pairwise relatedness for wild, founder, and captive 
born individuals using the SNPs called for each group separately, via the 
program CoAncestry v. 1.0.1.9 (Wang, 2011). For each group, we 
simulated relatedness values for all seven estimators provided in the 
program. In simulations, we used per locus empirical allele frequencies 
and percent missing data to estimate relatedness for the following 
relationship categories: unrelated, parent-offspring, full siblings, half 

Fig. 2. Location of the wild or in situ population of Attalea crassispatha genotyped using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Shown is the location of each 
individual, the elevation (gray scale), and major geographic features. 

Table 1 
Sampling structure for all Attalea crassispatha included in analyses. Shown is the 
generation (in situ/wild, ex situ founder, and ex situ captive born), source 
(current location), and number of individuals.  

Generation and source N 

In situ and inter situ (“Wild”)  
Wild plants in Haiti (H)  14 

First Generation ex situ (“Founders”)  
Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden (FTG)  31 
Montgomery Botanical Center (MBC)  10 
UF Tropical Research and Education Center (TREC)  15 
Singapore Botanic Garden  2 

Second Generation ex situ (“Captive Born”)  
Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden  2 
Montgomery Botanical Center  5a 

USDA Chapman Field (USDA)  7 
Total  86  

a One of these plants is now kept at Naples Botanical Garden, Collier County, 
Florida, USA. 
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siblings, first cousins, second cousins, and double first cousins. The 
simulation was carried out using 100 reference individuals with a 1 % 
genotyping error rate since the sequencing error rate for the NovaSeq 
Illumina platform is as is ~0.1 % (Stoler and Nekrutenko, 2021). The 
best estimator had the smallest variance for most of the relationship 
categories and the highest correlation coefficient (i.e., Pearson's r) with 
the true value of relatedness (Hogg et al., 2019) (Table S4). For the wild, 
founder, and captive born groups, the DyadML and TrioML had similarly 
low levels of variance for relationship categories and comparable cor-
relation coefficients. In addition, the two measures were highly corre-
lated with one another (r2 = 0.997, p < 0.0001). We chose to use the 
DyadML as the correlation coefficient for this measure was higher with 
the true value of relatedness for wild, founder, and captive born in-
dividuals compared to the TrioML measure. After estimating relatedness 
between all pairs of individuals in the wild population, the founder 
generation, and the captive born generation, we tested for differences in 
pairwise relatedness estimates between the groups using a non- 
parametric pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum test with a Bonferroni correc-
tion in the FSA() package v.0.9.3 (Ogle et al., 2022). Finally, we iden-
tified optimal breeding pairs as those founders with the most 
conservative pairwise relatedness estimates indicating unrelated in-
dividuals (i.e., 0). 

2.5. Parentage analysis and genetic representation 

We performed parentage analyses with the final dataset to evaluate 
(1) the proportion of wild individuals with no offspring represented in 
the founders and (2) the proportion of founders that were not repre-
sented in the subsequent generation born in captivity. To do this we used 
CERVUS v. 3.0.3 and critical Δ values to assign parentage (Marshall 
et al., 1998) for the subset of filtered SNPs. For the founders, we simu-
lated parent pairs with known sexes including parameters with 10,000 
offspring genotyped, 14 candidate mothers and fathers, assuming 50 % 
of parents have been sampled, a 3 % genotyping error rate, a minimum 
of 100 loci. After conducting the parentage analysis, we tallied the 
number of living wild individuals that were not assigned as parents to a 
founder. For the captive born generation, the simulation parameters for 
parent pairs with known sexes included 10,000 offspring genotyped, 58 
candidate mothers and fathers, assuming 95 % of parents have been 
sampled, a 3 % genotyping error rate, a minimum of 100 loci. After 
parentage assignments were complete, we tallied the number of foun-
ders that do not have offspring in the captive born generation. We also 
ran a parentage assignment using the dataset that includes the captive- 
born individuals at the USDA site and the same simulation parameters. 

3. Results 

Using publicly available data on collections holdings (Botanic Gar-
dens Conservation International (BGCI), 2020) and contacting botanic 
gardens listed in Timyan and Reep (1994), we determined that Attalea 
crassispatha survives in only 6 living collections (Table S1), and the 
majority of founders are not yet reproductively active. Four of these 
collections are located in Miami-Dade County, Florida, USA, one is in 
Collier County, Florida, and one is in Singapore (Table 1). 

We genotyped 14 wild individuals, 58 founders, and 14 captive born 
individuals (Table S2). After de-multiplexing, we retained an average of 
6,535,471 raw reads per individual (range = 2,202,915–16,880,778). 
After quality filtering, the dataset with all single nucleotide poly-
morphisms (SNPs) contained 6093 SNPs with an average of 5.64 % 
(±9.68 %) missing data per individual and an average read depth 
coverage of 47.53× (±19.02×) (Table S2). The quality filtered dataset 
with all SNPs that excluded the United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) individuals contained 5910 SNPs with an average of 4.45 % 
(±8.16 %) missing data per individual and an average read depth 
coverage of 45.73× (±18.97×) (Table S2). The additional datasets used 
in the analyses have fewer SNPs, slightly higher rates of missing data, 

and slightly lower read depth coverage (Table S2). The founders 
included in this study are currently held at 4 sites and the captive born 
individuals are held at 3 sites (Table S1). 

3.1. Genetic structure, genetic diversity, and inbreeding 

The first two axes of the principal components analysis (PCA) using 
all SNPs and all individuals explained 47.18 and 9.76 % of the variation 
in the data, respectively. Most of the variation in this PCA was between 
the subset of captive-born USDA samples that varied along the first 
principal component, while all other individuals varied along the second 
axis (Fig. 3a). The first two axes of the principal components analysis 
using all SNPs and all individuals except for the USDA individuals 
explained 20.80 and 11.25 % of the variation in the data, respectively 
(Fig. 3b). The majority of wild individuals were distributed within the 
first quadrant of this PCA (85.7 %) while eight (13.8 %) of founders and 
one (14.3 %) of captive born individuals were in the same quadrant 
(Fig. 3b; Table S3). 

Locus-level measures of rarefied allelic diversity (Ar) and the number 
of private alleles were lowest for the captive-born individuals (excluding 
USDA), intermediate for founders, and highest for wild individuals 
(Table 2). Locus-level estimates of inbreeding (FIS) was highest for 
captive-born individuals (excluding USDA), intermediate for founders, 
and lowest for wild individuals (Table 2). Loci in captive-born in-
dividuals had the highest proportion of fixed homozygosity but inter-
mediate levels of gene diversity, while loci in wild individuals had 
intermediate levels of fixed homozygosity and the highest levels of gene 
diversity, and loci in founders have the lowest levels of gene diversity 
and lowest proportion of fixed homozygosity. (Table 2). We found more 
loci with higher HS in captive-born and wild individuals compared to 
founders (Fig. 4a,c) and comparable number of loci with higher gene 
diversity between captive-born and wild individuals (Fig. 4b). 

The individual proportion of heterozygous loci (PHt) was signifi-
cantly lower in the ex situ captive born generation than the wild in-
dividuals (z = − 3.29, p = 0.003) (Fig. 5a; Table 2). While not 
statistically significant, PHt tended to be lower in the ex situ captive 
born group compared to the ex situ founders (z = − 2.28, p = 0.068) and 
tended to be lower in the founders compared to the wild individuals (z =
− 2.06, p = 0.12) (Fig. 5a; Table 2). Similarly, individual level 
inbreeding (F) was significantly higher in the captive-born group 
compared to the wild born (z = 3.25, p = 0.003) (Fig. 5a; Table 2). 
Again, inbreeding tended to be higher in the captive born individuals 
than the founders (z = 2.21, p = 0.082) and higher in the founders 
compared to the wild individuals (z = 2.09, p = 0.11) (Fig. 5b; Table 2). 

3.2. Pairwise relatedness and breeding pairs 

Estimates of pairwise relatedness varied considerably within groups 
(Fig. 5c). We found no difference in relatedness between the captive 
born and founder generation (z = − 1.23, p = 0.65) or captive born and 
wild individuals (z = 0.17, p = 1.00) (Fig. 5c). Pairwise relatedness was 
significantly higher in the ex situ founder generation (z = 2.89, p =
0.012) compared to the wild population (Fig. 5c; Table S1). For the 
founder generation, 911 (55 %) of possible individual pairings had a 
relatedness value of zero and were identified as optimal breeding pairs 
to minimize inbreeding (Table S5). Of the possible pairings, 734 (81 %) 
involve individuals which are currently located at different institutions. 

3.3. Parentage analysis and genetic representation 

For the parentage analysis of founders, the simulation for parent 
pairs with known sexes was able to assign pairs in 15 % of cases using 
strict confidence and 28 % of cases using relaxed confidence. In the 
parentage assignment analysis, we identified parent pairs (i.e., both 
maternal and paternal sources) for two of the 58 founders (3.45 %) with 
high confidence (Table S1, S6). For these two founders, the maternal and 
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paternal source was the same individual. We also identified four foun-
ders whose maternal and paternal assignment pair assignments exhibi-
ted high confidence, but low trio confidence – for these founders the 
same individual (H-14) was the assigned mother and father (Table S6). 
We identified two wild individuals (H-12, H-14) as a parental source 
with high confidence for seven founder individuals (Table S6). In total, 
three of fourteen wild individuals (21.4 %) were assigned as parents to 

the 58 founders. In all cases, founders clustered near their assigned 
parental sources in the PCA (Table S3). 

The parent pair simulation for captive born individuals was able to 
assign parents pairs in 77 % of cases using strict confidence and 100 % of 
cases using relaxed confidence. For the captive born individuals, 
parentage analysis assigned the same individual as the mother and fa-
ther to all non-USDA individuals – in each case the assigned mother 

Fig. 3. The first two axes of principal components analyses where each point is an individual. Color corresponds to either the wild individuals (blue), the ex situ 
founder individuals (orange), or the ex situ captive born individuals (yellow). Eigenvalues indicate the proportional amount of variance represented by each principal 
component. Panel A includes all individuals and panel B excludes the captive-born individuals at the United States Department of Agriculture site. (For interpretation 
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Measures of genetic diversity and inbreeding for captive-born, founder, and wild Attalea crassispatha. Shown are locus-level measures of average gene diversity (HS), 
the percentage of loci with fixed homozygosity (i.e., HS = 0), allelic richness rarefied to seven individuals, the inbreeding coefficient (FIS), and the number of private 
alleles. Also shown are individual level measures of the average proportion of heterozygous loci (PHt) and inbreeding (F). ±1 SD is shown in parentheses.  

Status Locus measures Individual measures 

HS % fixed homozygosity in Hs Ar FIS Private alleles PHt F 

Captive-born 0.336 (±0.233)  27.4 1.679 (±0.426) 0.603 (±0.489)  1 0.0966 (±0.0432) 0.686 (±0.0993) 
Founders 0.315 (±0.148)  1.35 1.726 (±0.256) 0.502 (±0.343)  37 0.157 (±0.0575) 0.519 (±0.181) 
Wild 0.377 (±0.144)  2.5 1.822 (±0.234) 0.375 (±0.362)  79 0.219 (±0.0949) 0.332 (±0.277)  

Fig. 4. Boxplots showing paired, per locus gene diversity (HS) between (a) captive-born and founder, (b) captive-born and wild, and (c) founder and wild Attalea 
crassispatha. Gene diversity was measured using 5910 shared single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across groups but excluding individuals from the United States 
Department of Agriculture site. X denotes group mean. Number above boxplot indicates number of loci with higher HS in that group. A yellow line indicates a locus 
with higher gene diversity in captive-born individuals, an orange line indicates higher gene diversity in founder individuals, and a blue line indicates higher HS in 
wild individuals. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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aligned with accession data of recorded mothers. As three founders were 
assigned as parents, 95 % of founders are not represented in the captive 
born generation. Nearly all captive born A. crassispatha individuals 
clustered near their assigned parent on the PCA, with the exception of 
FTG-03 (Table S3). Of the seven captive born individuals that form their 
own distinct genetic cluster (i.e., those at the USDA site), we were un-
able to identify a maternal or paternal source with high confidence. 

4. Discussion 

This work highlights the utility of genetic monitoring and identifies 
challenges to the effective management of exceptional species across a 
meta-collection. Similar to other studies, we found that many wild in-
dividuals are not genetically represented in the conservation collection 
(i.e., are not parental sources) and that genetic diversity tends to be 
higher in the wild population compared to the founder generation ex 
situ (Hoban et al., 2020). However, just as importantly, we demon-
strated that the ‘passive’ breeding management of the metacollection 
has not adequately carried the diversity from the wild population into 
the captive born generation, resulting in a significant loss of genetic 
diversity and increase in inbreeding. We also show that many of the 
optimal breeding pairs identified for effective genetic management of 
this species are held at different botanic gardens, emphasizing the need 
for a cooperative breeding program among botanic garden collections. 
One surprising result was that an entire cohort of captive born collec-
tions held at one site appears to be genetically distinct from all other 
A. crassispatha individuals, including samples from the wild, suggesting 
either distinct genetic origin or a potential curatorial error. Taken 
together, this work provides insight into improving management prac-
tices for endangered species held across botanic garden collections. 

4.1. Genetic monitoring of the ex situ founder generation 

Genetic monitoring of the in situ and ex situ founder population of 
A. crassispatha indicate how well the in situ or wild population was 
sampled in establishing our ex situ population that exists in botanic 
gardens. We verified that the individuals analyzed in this study comprise 
one population and that genetic structure within that population is 
heavily influenced by relatedness between individuals. Indeed, many 
individuals with similar scores on the principal components analysis 
(PCA) were identified as related either through the accession records, 
the parentage analysis, or both (Table S1, Table S3). However, we 
highlight that the majority of wild individuals cluster near few ex situ 
individuals on the PCA and that very few wild individuals were assigned 
as parents to founders. Importantly, these results reveal that many wild 
individuals that were the parents of the founders no longer exist in situ. 
Given that relatedness is significantly lower and that gene diversity, 

rarefied allelic diversity, and the number of private alleles tends to be 
higher in wild individuals (Table 2), our work suggests that the majority 
of in situ individuals are not genetically represented in the ex situ meta- 
collection. As a result, some amount of genetic diversity (i.e., alleles) 
exists in situ that is not safeguarded for conservation ex situ. As is the 
case in many founding populations, sampling error or drift has created a 
genetic bottleneck whereby genetic diversity is lower in our ex situ 
founder population (Nei et al., 1975). Maximizing the amount of genetic 
diversity that is represented in the ex situ founder generation is a vital 
step in creating a conservation collection with high adaptive potential 
(Noël et al., 2017) that is able to support restoration and reintroduction 
efforts (Frankham, 2010). 

Our collections records verify that limited sampling and limited 
survival of seedlings are a likely explanation for the lower rates of ge-
netic diversity ex situ – of 60 known ex situ founder plants, 15 (25 %) are 
from a single collection event in 1989, and 39 (65 %) are from a single 
collection event in 1991 (Table S1). Timyan and Reep (1994) state that 
seeds were originally collected from 5 trees in 1989, and from 9 trees in 
1991. Limited germination and limited seedling survival are noted by 
Timyan and Reep (1994), and our inquiries at the 6 gardens holding the 
species confirm this low germination and survival rate. Low germination 
rates could be due to inbreeding depression in the seeds comprising the 
founding stock, as the founders are derived from the limited number of 
wild plants and we have documented high rates of selfing in captivity. In 
addition, low germination rates could reflect impatience in the nursery 
as Attalea seed are known to take up to 5 years to germinate (Riffle et al., 
2012). Documentation differs among recipient gardens, but records 
indicate that surviving founder plants at Montgomery Botanical Center 
(MBC) comprise four maternal lines (Table S1). Recent work on other 
Hispaniolan palms, such as Pseudophoenix ekmanii (Burret) (Arecaceae), 
shows the challenges of field collections in representing the full range of 
in situ diversity, given that only some plants are reproductive each year 
(Griffith et al., 2020). Collections over multiple years can help capture 
additional maternal lines (Griffith et al., 2015). In this way, the two 
founder plants at Singapore Botanic Gardens are an important addition 
to the meta-collection, as they were collected in 2000. Despite the 
challenges, we suggest additional seed collections from all wild in-
dividuals that are not genetically represented in the ex situ population. 

Both locus- and individual-based measures of inbreeding tended to 
be higher in the founder generation compared to the wild population. In 
both cases, inbreeding was relatively high, especially for a long-lived 
palm that is likely insect pollinated. While selfing is phenologically 
possible, acropetal inflorescence maturation is common to Attalea spe-
cies (Henderson, 2002). The position of pistillate flowers at the base of 
A. crassispatha rachillae (Fig. 6) minimizes the opportunity for pollina-
tion within a single inflorescence; however, individual palms can open 
with multiple inflorescences simultaneously (Joanna Tucker Lima, 

Fig. 5. Genetic diversity, inbreeding, and relatedness for two generations, captive born and founders, of the ex situ population as well as the wild population of 
Attalea crassispatha individuals. Box plots show the (a) individual level proportion of heterozygous loci (PHt), the (b) inbreeding coefficient (F), and (c) pairwise 
relatedness (DyadML) for each group with means represented by X. • p ~ 0.05 * p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01. 
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personal observation), which would enable self-pollination. As for many 
palms, sap beetles and small weevils are important pollinators for 
Attalea species (Barfod et al., 2011), and these pollinator types can 
mediate outcrossing and long-distance pollen flow, minimizing 
inbreeding (Browne et al., 2018; Diaz-Martin and Karubian, 2021). 
While mating among relatives becomes inevitable in small, closed 
populations (Frankham et al., 2010), we suggest that a decrease in or 
extirpation of pollinators in Haiti increased rates of inbreeding among 
wild born individuals (Eckert et al., 2010). Such a decrease in pollinators 
is likely coupled with increasing fragmentation of the A. crassispatha 
population and the greater distance between reproductive individuals 
has also contributed to increased inbreeding in the wild (Ghazoul 2005). 
Indeed, we observed that two founders had the same individual assigned 
as both parental sources, indicating self-fertilization in the wild popu-
lation. High rates of inbreeding are often linked to inbreeding depression 
and the expression of deleterious alleles (Carr and Dudash, 2003), which 
we suggest is negatively affecting wild born A. crassispatha. An impor-
tant consequence of inbreeding depression is a decrease in reproductive 
fitness, often due to post-zygotic mortality (Michalski and Durka, 2007; 
Neaves et al., 2015). Anecdotally, seeds collected from the wild and 
distributed to botanic gardens have very low germination rates, which in 
part explains why so few institutions hold this species in their collection 
and may help explain why recruitment in the wild is so low. We suggest 
that more research is needed to investigate A. crassispatha pollination 
ecology and identify the pollinators of this highly endangered palm to 
better explain the causes of inbreeding. 

We found that the majority of optimal breeding pairs of founders 
reside at different institutions within the meta-collection, highlighting 
the need for a cooperative breeding program. In the zoological com-
munity, this kind of geographic barrier has been overcome using sperm 
banks where samples can be held long term and shipped to institutions 
without loss of viability, thereby facilitating mating with the female in 
the optimal breeding pair regardless of phenology or geography. A 
similar approach should be more widely adopted by botanic gardens to 
facilitate the exchange of pollen between garden sites, as shown in 
Calonje et al. (2011) and Staples and Singeo (2014). The pairwise 
relatedness analysis provides straightforward direction on exactly which 
breeding pairs would limit inbreeding and relatedness in the captive 
born generation. Alternatively, an equally effective conservation 
breeding approach can be achieved through the development of a 
pedigree through the sharing of information (such as the origin of 
founders and breeding events) across institutions. Botanic Gardens 
Conservation International is currently working to develop a pedigree 
module in the PlantSearch database, which will be similar to the 
Zoological Information Management System (ZIMS: Species360) used by 
Zoos for deciding mating pairs. This online system would centralize 
pedigree information globally allowing for informed decision making 
without need for expensive molecular techniques (Smith, 2016; Fant 
et al., 2016). 

Through genetic monitoring we identified potential inaccuracies in 
the accession records of founder individuals, which are nearly complete 
for the meta-collection. For example, the maternal accession 91327 

Fig. 6. Open inflorescences of Attalea crassispatha. (A) shows an androgynous inflorescence with pistillate flowers proximal and staminate flowers distal (2017 photo, 
JTL), and (B) shows an entirely staminate inflorescence (2020 photo, JTL). This alternation between staminate and androgynous inflorescences can present chal-
lenges in making optimal crosses for genetic diversity. 
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includes seven founder individuals that reside at Fairchild Tropical 
Garden (FTG-05 to FTG-11). Parentage analysis was able to identify a 
wild individual (H-14) as the maternal source (i.e., 91327) for four out 
of the seven FTG founders, but no parent was assigned to FTG-07. The 
pairwise relatedness values between FTG-07 and all other founders of 
the 91327 accession suggest that FTG-07 is not a half sibling and likely 
does not belong in this accession. Similarly, parentage analysis and 
relatedness estimates suggest that FTG-25 is likely not part of the 
accession 91411, as the records indicate, which includes seven other 
individuals. Genetic monitoring can be a costly and time-consuming 
method not yet accessible to many botanic gardens, making in-
stitutions reliant on accession records when evaluating relatedness and 
parentage in conservation collections. The inconsistencies revealed here 
highlight the need for rigorous documentation and labeling of in-
dividuals brought in from the wild as seed to ensure that future breeding 
decisions are made using accurate information. 

4.2. Genetic monitoring of the captive born ex situ population 

Our work suggests that the current passive breeding management (i. 
e., open pollination) of A. crassispatha does not effectively safeguard 
genetic resources ex situ. We found a significant reduction in genetic 
diversity between the wild population and the captive born plants as 
well as a significant increase in inbreeding. Furthermore, all captive 
born individuals with assigned parentage are a result of self-fertilization. 
Available records are consistent with a self-fertilization event in that the 
two captive-born A. crassispatha plants from MBC (MBCB-01 and -02) 
are derived from the maternal plant 91327*H (MBCA-02) (Fig. 1B), 
which was the only reproductively active individual recorded the year 
that the seed of captive born individuals were produced. Our data sug-
gest that the high rates of self-fertilization and inbreeding observed in 
the captive born individuals is causing inbreeding depression given the 
low rates of germination ex situ. In addition, we found that captive born 
individuals have strikingly high rates of fixed homozygosity at a large 
portion of loci (~30 %). The remaining loci exhibit high rates of rates of 
heterozygosity, which we posit are elevated due to the preferential 
survival of the small subset of offspring who inherit the largest portion of 
heterozygous genotypes minimizing the effects of deleterious alleles 
(Moehring, 2011). 

While the size of the captive born generation is quite low (see below), 
we caution that the stark lack of outcrossing seen here and a continuing 
shift towards self-fertilization may severely impact this species by 
increasing the chances of inbreeding depression (Charlesworth and 
Charlesworth, 1987; Barrett, 2002) and lowered reproductive fitness as 
documented in many inbred, captive populations of animals (Wood-
worth et al., 2002) and plants (Walsh et al., 2019; Foster et al., 2022). 
The observed decrease in genetic diversity in the captive born genera-
tion may diminish the species' ability to respond to changing environ-
ments, or its evolutionary potential (Snyder et al., 1996; Ren et al., 
2014) and serve as a barrier to successful reintroduction efforts (Araki 
et al., 2008). For example, the successful reintroduction of Pseudophoe-
nix sargentii (H. Wendl. ex Sarg) in the Florida Keys is attributed to the 
decrease in the levels of inbreeding and increase in genetic variation in 
situ (Fotinos et al., 2015). However, the genetic composition of resto-
ration material is often overlooked and can be a possible explanation for 
the decreased success of many reintroduction efforts (Mijangos et al., 
2015). Previous studies have shown that the survival rates of reintro-
duced plants increases when genetic diversity is considered in the 
project design (Godefroid et al., 2011), providing developmental sta-
bility and increasing population fitness (Booy et al., 2000). The 
consideration of genetic diversity is especially important for species 
such as A. crassispatha that are threatened by decreases in annual pre-
cipitation (Timyan and Cinea, 2018) and are likely to continue experi-
encing novel conditions (Mijangos et al., 2015). 

Given the high rates of selfing, few founder individuals contribute to 
the captive born generation. One reason for the low number of founder 

parents in the captive born generation relates to the demographic his-
tory and reproductive phenology of the species. The species is charac-
terized as long-lived and slow to mature (Fig. 6). While reproductive 
knowledge of A. crassispatha is limited, flowering was recorded between 
February and May at MBC, with at least a few individuals producing 
multiple inflorescences each year. Attalea crassispatha palms begin to 
produce staminate inflorescences within 20 years but may take 30–40 
years before producing pistillate flowers in androgynous inflorescences 
(Timyan and Cinea, 2018). At MBC, a single maternal plant (91327*H) 
has produced all of the seed collected thus far on site, and was the first 
and most reproductive individual among the founder cohort at MBC, 
flowering consistently since 2009. In 2013, the year the captive cohort 
was produced, 91327*H was the only Carossier Palm observed in flower. 
On the other hand, in 2021, all but one of MBC's ten founder 
A. crassispatha flowered, but none of them developed any fruit. Then in 
2022, only two of ten palms produced inflorescences (91327*H and 
91441*B). Of these, 91327*H began to develop fruit but the seeds 
aborted before reaching maturity. Documenting life stages and 
phenology of exceptional species will be critical should breeding action 
(e.g., hand pollination, pollen storage) need to occur to safeguard ge-
netic material from all individuals in the meta-collection. 

Surprisingly, we found that the captive born cohort of 7 plants held 
at the USDA was genetically distinct from all other Attalea crassispatha, 
either ex situ or in situ. The diagnostic morphology of Attalea relies on 
flowering and fruiting structures, and these 2013 plants are years away 
from flowering. Ongoing, broader-scale genotyping of the genus (A. 
Grinage, in prep.) may identify how this cohort compares to other spe-
cies in the group and its placement within Attalea and A. crassispatha 
specifically. Records at MBC indicate that this cohort was derived from 
28 seeds that MBC provided to the USDA in August 2013, resulting from 
the open pollinated offspring of 91327*H. One hypothesis is that these 
seeds were hybrids from pollination by another Attalea species. Several 
other Attalea spp. are grown at MBC, many of which flower annually, 
and plant conservation scientists have long been concerned that hy-
bridization within collections could decrease the conservation value of 
endangered species (Basey et al., 2015). However, additional samples 
collected from that same seed lot (MBCB-01 and MBCB-02) are not 
genetically distinct (Fig. 2A), and their assigned parentage matches to 
the MBC founders (Table S6). Therefore, the results are more consistent 
with a labeling error at some point before, during or after movement 
from MBC to USDA. The complete lack of genetic similarity or parental 
match between the USDA cohort and all other samples supports this 
hypothesis. This result provides a critical lesson for improving curation 
practices: a prompt and rigorous chain of custody for seeds, seedlings, 
and plantings is required for stewarding living conservation collections, 
especially when taxonomy is cryptic in young plants. Issues with mis-
labeling have been discovered in herbarium specimens with an esti-
mated 50 % of tropical plants in collections having incorrect names 
(Goodwin et al., 2015). This work highlights the benefit of genetic 
monitoring for providing an important verification of plants kept for 
conservation and reintroduction purposes. 

4.3. Recommendations for collection development and management 

Botanic gardens are positioned to play an important role in the 
conservation of highly endangered plant species through careful and 
active coordination in managing conservation collections that enables 
restoration efforts (Fant et al., 2016; Griffith et al., 2019; Westwood 
et al. 2021). Retaining genetic diversity serves to promote the reintro-
duction of plant species (Abeli et al., 2019) and prevents a decline in 
fitness after ex situ cultivation (Enßlin et al., 2015). Our work uses ge-
netic monitoring in the meta-collection of Attalea crassispatha to refine 
collection management practices used in botanic gardens to facilitate 
successful reintroductions. Together, we find that (1) some wild in-
dividuals are not genetically represented ex situ and that (2) garden 
propagated palms do not adequately safeguard the genetic resources for 
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this exceptional species as they are all the result of self-fertilization. One 
limitation is that the reproductive phenology of the species constrains 
seed collection opportunities and limits cross pollination, which restricts 
the genetic diversity that can be collected from the wild. Opportunities 
for cross pollination in garden collections thus far are few and far be-
tween, with few seed collections (1989 or 1991) having reached 
reproductive maturity. Moreover, the early years of A. crassispatha's 
reproductive phase appears to be primarily invested in staminate in-
florescences, delaying fruit and seed production even further. Given the 
findings above, we offer three recommendations to improve stewardship 
for Attalea crassispatha:  

1. Targeted collections development. The current founder cohort is a solid 
start for capturing in situ genetic diversity, but additional collections 
from in situ plants would augment these efforts. We suggest 
parentage analysis that includes all living geo-referenced wild in-
dividuals to inform future collections, emphasizing wild plants that 
are distinct from contributors to the current founder pool. Since 
2019, widespread challenges to safety in Haiti present a formidable 
barrier to this need (William Cinea, personal observation), high-
lighting the critical importance of resource and civic security for 
species conservation (Matthew et al., 2002).  

2. Deliberate coordination of breeding throughout the meta-collection. Open 
pollinated palms do not carry forward the diversity of the wild 
population and instead encourage self-fertilization and inbreeding. 
Delayed reproductive maturity throughout the founder cohort and 
geographic distribution across the meta-collections restricts breeding 
efforts. We recommend the development of a coordinated system for 
sharing individual level information across botanic gardens as well 
as a pollen storage protocol that allows botanic gardens to bank 
pollen to send other institutions with the aim of facilitating mating 
between optimal breeding pairs.  

3. Rigorous chain of custody. Some error in information management 
was discovered through our genetic monitoring. These types of errors 
can be minimized through rigorous, prompt, and regular attention to 
accessioning, labeling, and mapping of living plants. We suggest the 
development of a standardized record keeping system accessible to 
all sites. 

Each of these recommendations is applicable to conservation meta- 
collections of any species. Coordinated, informed plant breeding rep-
resents an important improvement for botanic garden conservation 
going forward (Griffith et al., 2019; Pearce et al., 2020). This study 
provides firm evidence that moving towards these goals will yield 
tangible successes in preventing the extinction of endangered plant 
species. 
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